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The year 2020 was challenging in unique ways for everyone 
in the world. Most teachers in our audience had to teach their 
classes online. The researchers whose papers we adapted 
were swamped in the global scientific effort to understand the 
pandemic, its causes, consequences, and solutions. Most of our 
team members had to balance work with childcare at home. 
More than challenging, it was a genuinely difficult year.

А Year Unlike Any Other
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Content

This year we have all the more reason to be proud of what we have accomplished: 

We published 28 adapted papers – just 3 fewer than in 2019, despite all the current difficulties. 

Four of these papers were about COVID, the first of them published as early as April 2020. 

Providing high-quality scientific information in a timely manner has never been as important. 

We ventured into two new research fields:

Astronomy with this paper about dust on exoplanets

Chemistry with this paper about a plant synthesizing an antimalarial compound.

https://sciencejournalforkids.org/key-word/covid/
https://sciencejournalforkids.org/articles/how-can-dust-make-planets-more-suitable-for-life/
https://sciencejournalforkids.org/articles/how-does-a-plant-make-an-antimalarial-medicine/


Within the field of social science, responding to the zeitgeist, we adapted two important papers 

about racial inequalities in housing and in education. 

We launched a lesson ideas blog with suggestions about distance-learning and hands-on 

STEM lessons, inspirational interviews with young scientists, and other resources. 

Finally, we handpicked and listed additional teaching resources for all of our published papers. 

These allow our readers to custom-make any lesson based on the topics we’ve covered

https://sciencejournalforkids.org/articles/how-is-asthma-related-to-the-neighborhood-you-live-in/
https://sciencejournalforkids.org/articles/whats-the-connection-between-poverty-and-race-in-u-s-schools/
https://sciencejournalforkids.org/lesson-ideas.html


Audience

Starting with the world-wide school closures, our audience grew by 50% compared to the 

previous 12 months. 

In the past 12 months, our site has had over 850,000 pageviews.

Our papers were downloaded more than 160,000 times with this COVID-related article 

proving the most popular on our site with 7,000 downloads in just 7 months. 

We conducted a teacher survey at the end of the 2020 school year with strongly encouraging 

results. Some of the feedback truly inspired us.

https://sciencejournalforkids.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/covid_quarantine_article.pdf
https://forms.gle/jiwRvpXzi86AvFuRA
https://sciencejournalforkids.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/2020_Survey.pdf


Fundraising

This year was a milestone for us as a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. We received our first grant 

from the Goggio Family foundation in the amount of $5,500. We are grateful and humbled by 

the trust they placed in us.

Heading into 2021, we have applied for 11 grants in various other foundations and we are 

anxiously awaiting the results. 

For #GivingTuesday2020, we organized our first fundraising campaign for our readers. We 

raised $412 from 18 individual donors whose discretional generosity means the world to us.

In 2021, we will continue our mission 
to make scientific discoveries 

accessible and fun 
for all students 

around the world.
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